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Supporting and empowering
sustainable communities
The Hurunui District Council completed a strategy workshop in August 2020 with the aim of defining their values
and applying strategic thinking to their District in the context of both the current and future challenges the
District faces. This strategy is a result of the work undertaken at that workshop which has been subsequently
refined to provide a summary for future development.
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Hurunui District has significant advantages accruing from 8,660 km of geographically diverse yet productive land
which is serviced by significant river catchments, with an economy largely driven by agriculture which directly
provides approximately a third of all employment. It is also imbued with significant tourism opportunities focused
on Hanmer Springs and the Waipara Valley and supported by various other locations which provide a quarter of
all jobs for the District. There is also a significant service sector mostly clustered around the District's population
centres.
Our District encompasses the outer bounds of the takiwā of Ngāi Tūāhuriri (centred at Tuahiwi) and Ngati Kuri
(centred at Takahanga) and the Hurunui and Waiau Uwha Rivers were important routes for Ngāi Tahu whānui
and their ancestors to Te Tai Poutini/The West Coast, while pā were located at the mouth of both the Waipara
and Tutaepūtaputa/Conway rivers. North Canterbury’s first sheep and cattle farm was established by the
Greenwood Brothers at Motunau in 1847, and dryland pastoral farming has formed the basis of land use,
settlements and communities that compose the modern Hurunui District.
The District is serviced by two major State Highway links, rail connections and a local roading network which
facilitate the transport of people and products. Likewise, there are comprehensive water schemes which supply
stock, irrigation and drinking water to significant parts of the district.

Strategy snap shot
VISION

OUR WAY

Resourceful people; resilient
infrastructure; treasured
environment

Maximising opportunities and
meeting challenges

VALUES

FOCUS
Future ready
Strengths based
District and community voice

Respect
Integrity
Commitment

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES

Water resilience – Enduring water supplies sustain our people, our
prosperity and our environment
Targeted growth – The right growth in the right place supports the
well-being of our communities
Vibrant communities – Healthy communities are full of energy
and life
Maximise advantages – Hurunui is a unique place; we have the
opportunity to do things our way
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VISION

Resourceful people; resilient
infrastructure; treasured
environment

The past informs the future
Hurunui District is forged by and proud of its past. Tangata whenua treasured the resources of the district
and these same resources were later recognised by pākehā who settled here.
Hurunui District Council identifies with - and is proud of - how the people and communities of the District
continue to demonstrate resilience in the face of challenges, including significant droughts, the recent
COVID-19 impacts and of course the Hurunui-Kaikoura earthquakes. These events impact not only people,
but also the environment in which people live and the infrastructure which supports their lives.
As a result, the Council is aware of the importance of maintaining and enhancing resilience and in
particular the interlinked notion of resilience underpinning the people of the District and the
infrastructure and environment that enables their well-being.

OUR WAY

Maximising opportunities
and meeting
challenges

A key to maximising opportunities and meeting challenges is being prepared. We always strive to
understand by asking questions and seeking confirmation.
We are most driven in those areas where our collective competence is strong and seek assistance where it
is not.
We develop and maintain connections so that we can learn from others and others can learn from us.
We recognise the environment that sustains us, and we look to repay that sustenance.
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VALUES

Respect
Integrity
Commitment

Respect - Give it to get it
We show civility through listening, being thoughtful and acknowledging others points of view. We
embrace diversity, recognise differences and are inclusive in our treatment of others. We demonstrate
our appreciation through praise and recognition.

Integrity - Do what's right
We are honest, transparent and authentic. We are ethical, sincere and trustworthy. We seek the best
solution rather than the easiest.

Commitment - Be in boots 'n all
We are passionate about the work we do and motivated to do the best job. We are solution focused and
accountable for our actions. We take pride in serving Hurunui District.

FOCUS

Future ready,
strengths based,
district and community voice

Future ready

The past has taught us that the future is often different to how we envisage it today. Being future
ready requires us to be open to build and develop flexibility and adaptability.

Strengths based
Our communities and the individuals that comprise them have deep strengths and wisdom borne out
of our diverse histories. We respect these qualities and with permission will use them to advance all
our district.

District and community voice
We work for the communities that make up our District and their voices guide our decision making.
We are focused on providing opportunities for engagement and hearing their views. We are
committed to fostering our relationship with Ngāi Tahu Mana Whenua.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Water resilience
ACTIVITIES
AND
OUTCOMES

FUTURE WATER
SECURITY

WATER QUALITY

THE RIGHT
WATER IN THE
RIGHT PLACE AT
THE RIGHT TIME

Enduring water supplies sustain our people, our prosperity and our environment

FUTURE WATER SECURITY
Secure water supplies are essential for our communities and Council will take an active role
in facilitation of improved water security.
Responsible use of water resources including smarter use and better disposal of water
will contribute to future water security.
Seasonal low flows in our rivers are challenging for our ecosystems and as a result the
consenting system for river takes is becoming more difficult, particularly during periods
of low flow. Sourcing alternative water sources may help in periods of low flow.
Storage of water will provide potential drought resilience in the face of a changing
climate.
WATER QUALITY
The quality of water from different sources can vary both spatially and temporally and water
of different quality can have different uses.
Drinking water quality can be defined by two factors, the first being meeting drinking
water standards and the second being the aesthetic qualities of the drinking water as
perceived by the consumer.
Environmental water quality is impacted by many factors relating to discharges including
sediment, nutrients, metals, etc. Council’s discharges to waterways are generally
controlled by consent.
THE RIGHT WATER IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME
Treatment and reticulation networks are designed to efficiently get appropriate water
supplies to end users.
Treatment and reticulation systems that are appropriate for water end use and cost
effective.

Targeted growth
ACTIVITIES
AND
OUTCOMES
DEFINING THE
GROWTH WE WANT
ENSURING LAND USE
PLANNING OPTIMISES
ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY
BUILDING
INFRASTRUCTURE
TO MAXIMISE
ECONOMIC
PRODUCTIVITY
LEVERAGING
OPPORTUNITIES
SUPPORTING
RECREATION

The right growth in the right place supports the well-being of our communities

DEFINING THE GROWTH WE WANT
Productive land and selective tourism are core strengths which underpin economic
success for much of the District’s inhabitants and businesses. There is an opportunity
to further confirm, define and shape the impact of these economic drivers on the
District.
ENSURING LAND USE PLANNING OPTIMISES ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY
Land use planning protects valuable land use and at the same time is flexible enough
to underpin value growth by ensuring the use of land is appropriate.
BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE TO MAXIMISE ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY
Key infrastructure underpinning the productivity of land and tourism should be at the
forefront of planning and infrastructure investment engagement.
LEVERAGING OPPORTUNITIES
With key growth opportunities defined, Hurunui can continue full engagement with all
potential partners to attract and secure co-investment opportunities by having clear
targets and understanding the quantitative and qualitative benefits to the District of
building on this focused approach.
SUPPORTING RECREATION
With the above elements in place Hurunui can additionally support local recreation
and increased amenity value as part of its package of attraction, enabling and
enhancing vibrant communities.
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Vibrant communities
ACTIVITIES
AND
OUTCOMES
ASSESS NEEDS AND
GAPS FOR SERVICE
ACCESS
UPGRADE AND DELIVER
REQUIRED
INFRASTRUCTURE
EQUITY OF ACCESS FOR
DIVERSE COMMUNITIES
SUSTAINABLE AND
OFF GRID LIVING
YOUNG FAMILIES
AFFORDABLE LIVING

ASSESS NEEDS AND GAPS FOR SERVICE ACCESS
Undertaking a gap assessment will identify and prioritise specific needs and areas of
infrastructure/service deficit for our communities.
UPGRADE AND DELIVER REQUIRED INFRASTRUCTURE
Establishing needs and gaps using data driven evidence will target customer
engagement and drive the overall District-wide infrastructure program. This process can
both cost and advocate for improvements based on increased District growth, enabled
by data-driven evidence to target customer engagement activity.
EQUITY OF ACCESS FOR DIVERSE COMMUNITIES
The Hurunui District is made up of diverse communities which are enriched by the
diversity of the individuals who live in those communities. Sustainable, vibrant
communities require equity of access to appropriate levels of service, meeting both core
needs and communities’ ability to pay.
SUSTAINABLE AND OFF GRID LIVING
Many people are looking to live a more sustainable lifestyle, and some are choosing to
lower their footprint by living completely off grid. The District is well placed to support
and encourage individuals and communities who seek a more sustainable lifestyle.
YOUNG FAMILIES & AFFORDABLE LIVING
Hurunui is an attractive place for young families, with affordable housing, a relaxed
lifestyle and good access to metropolitan centres. A Council designed engagement
policy will enable new residents as active participants in the local democratic process,
encouraging wider democratic participation and assisting the renewal of the District as a
whole.

Maximise advantages
ACTIVITIES
AND
OUTCOMES

SPATIAL / DISTRICT
PLANNING

Healthy communities are full of energy and life

Hurunui is a unique place; we have the opportunity to do things our way

SPATIAL / DISTRICT PLANNING
Building on its strengths Hurunui can shape key focus areas in the District and develop
both spatial and District Planning tools to support and incentivise activity as appropriate.
VINEYARDS & LARGE-SCALE HOLDINGS
A key opportunity is to build a focus area on vineyards and equivalent large-scale holdings
enabled by water resilience and placed to build resilience in the face of climate changes.
With Councillors well connected to these networks, a broader story of opportunity can
easily be developed and promulgated.

VINEYARDS &
LARGE SCALE
HOLDINGS

PASTORAL FARMS
Telling the story around pastoral farming and land can leverage the strengths of crop and
livestock farming and related service industries already present in the District. This activity
also places Hurunui in a resilient space in the face of climate change.

PASTORAL FARMS

PRIMARY PROCESSING
A new area of focus will be increasing the industrial activity as Christchurch continues to
grow North and South. By gaining the support of this focus in partnership with the
Regional Economic Development Agency, Hurunui can position primary processing as a
growth industry driven from its natural strengths in primary production.

PRIMARY PROCESSING
AGILE AND LIGHT
MANUFACTURING
PROTECTING WHAT'S
BEST OF HURUNUI

AGILE & LIGHT MANUFACTURING
Agile and light manufacturing supports primary and primary processing businesses and
provides opportunities for employment.
PROTECTING WHAT’S BEST OF HURUNUI
Taken together this strategy emphasizes the need for Hurunui to continue to build its own
understanding of its core strengths and both protect and enhance these strengths for the
future benefit of the District and its ratepayers and residents .
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